Show me the money! If time for managing security is at a premium, budgets are really tight!

Too small to be a target? Don’t bank on it…

Could your company become a cyber-victim next year? Probably!

Better prepare for the worst...

No time for action?

Average VSB annual spend on security?

Most common type of security incident

Who’s the daddy?

Paying the price...

Ransomware survey results

What’s being stolen?

Think you’re ‘under the radar’ as far as cybercriminals are concerned? That’s what they’re counting on!

A quarter of very small businesses report help with IT, yet 52% say it isn’t enough!

A quarter of very small businesses use help with IT, yet 52% say it isn’t enough!

What’s being stolen?

67% of small businesses experienced a ransomware attack in 2018

28% need to respond immediately!
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57% of very small businesses get by without dedicated IT staff

28% were able to respond effectively to a cyberattack in 2018
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26% of breaches or data loss caused by employee or contractor

92% of malware is delivered directly to your business via email
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92% of malware is delivered directly to your business via email

76% of employees are highly security aware

71% of smaller businesses responded at least once to a ransomware attack in 2018

58% of small businesses experienced a breach in 2018
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